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Abstract 25 

 26 

Autoinducer-2 (AI-2) is the only species-nonspecific autoinducer known in bacteria and is 27 

produced by both Gram-negative and Gram-positive organisms. Consequently, it is proposed 28 

to function as a universal quorum-sensing signal for interaction between bacterial species. AI-29 

2 is produced as the byproduct of a metabolic transformation carried out by the LuxS enzyme. 30 

To separate the metabolic function of the LuxS enzyme from the signalling role of AI-2, we 31 

carried out a global transcriptome analysis of a luxS null mutant culture of Streptococcus mu-32 

tans UA159, an important cariogenic bacterium and crucial component of the dental plaque 33 

biofilm community, in comparison to a luxS null mutant culture supplemented with chemi-34 

cally pure 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD), the precursor of AI-2. The data revealed 35 

fundamental changes in gene expression affecting 585 genes (30 % of the genome) which 36 

could not be restored by the signal molecule AI-2 and are therefore not caused by quorum 37 

sensing but by lack of the transformation carried out by the LuxS enzyme in the activated 38 

methyl cycle. All functional classes of enzymes were affected, including genes known to be 39 

important for biofilm formation, bacteriocin synthesis, competence and acid tolerance. At the 40 

same time, 59 genes were identified whose transcription clearly responded to the addition of 41 

AI-2. Some of them were related to protein synthesis, stress, and cell division. Three mem-42 

brane transport proteins were upregulated which are not related to any of the known AI-2 43 

transporters. Three transcription factors were identified whose transcription was stimulated 44 

repeatedly by AI-2 addition during growth. Finally, a global regulatory protein, the δ subunit 45 

of the RNA polymerase (rpoE) was induced 147 fold by AI-2, representing the largest differ-46 

ential gene expression observed. The data show that many phenotypes related to the luxS mu-47 

tation can not be ascribed to quorum sensing and identified for the first time regulatory pro-48 

teins potentially mediating AI-2 based signalling in Gram-positive bacteria.  49 
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Introduction 50 

 51 

Streptococcus mutans is an important component of the dental plaque biofilm community and 52 

plays a key role in the development of caries, the potential result of a complex succession 53 

process beginning with the attachment of the bacteria to the tooth surface, followed by the 54 

development of a mixed species biofilm (17). Tooth decay is triggered by a local reduction of 55 

pH following the fermentation of available carbohydrates. The main virulence factors of S. 56 

mutans (adhesion, acid tolerance, and acidogenicity) work coordinately to alter dental plaque 57 

ecology. The selection for a cariogenic flora increases the magnitude of the drop in pH and 58 

the rate of enamel demineralisation (32).  59 

 60 

Cell-cell communication is thought to play a large role in controlling the species composition 61 

and virulence properties of the dental plaque community (33, 34). In S. mutans, a signalling 62 

peptide (competence stimulating peptide, CSP) typical of quorum sensing circuits in Gram 63 

positive bacteria regulates competence, bacteriocin production and biofilm development in a 64 

density dependent and species specific way through a well characterized signal transduction 65 

cascade (3, 12, 41, 73). In addition, S. mutans and several genera of oral Gram positive and 66 

Gram-negative bacteria harbor the luxS gene (19, 33). It is responsible for the synthesis of AI-67 

2, the most broadly distributed interspecies signalling molecule known in bacteria (10, 74). 68 

AI-2 is able to elicit a specific response across species barriers (7, 80). It may therefore be 69 

particularly important for shaping multispecies biofilms such as those in dental plaque: Re-70 

cently it was reported that S. oralis and Actinomyces naeslundii (both of them carrying the 71 

luxS gene) produced very sparse biofilms when grown alone, but developed dense, interdigi-72 

tated biofilms when grown together. This good dual species biofilm growth was abolished by 73 
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knocking out luxS in S. oralis, but it could be restored by genetic complementation of the luxS 74 

mutant as well as by addition of synthetic AI-2 at very low concentrations (57).  75 

 76 

In Streptococcus mutans, knockout of the luxS gene was shown to impair biofilm growth as 77 

observed by scanning electron microscopy, light and fluorescence microscopy (50, 78, 82). 78 

Moreover, a luxS deficient strain exhibited reduced tolerance to acid killing, an important 79 

virulence trait, while it was more resistant against hydrogen peroxide and overexpressed the 80 

molecular chaperones GroEL and DnaK (78). The luxS gene was also shown to be involved in 81 

controlling the production of the lantibiotic mutacin I in S. mutans UA140 (49). However, at 82 

the moment there is no molecular mechanism described for sensing and responding to AI-2 in 83 

S. mutans or, to the best of our knowledge, in any Gram-positive bacterium, with the excep-84 

tion of the ribose binding protein RbsB, a homologue of LuxP from Vibrio harveyi, which 85 

contributes to the internalisation of AI-2 in the oral pathogen Actinobacillus actinomycetem-86 

comitans (28).  87 

 88 

The LuxS enzyme (S-ribosyl-L-homocysteinase) has a dual function. It carries out the second 89 

step of transforming the toxic intermediate S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (SAH) to homocys-90 

teine. This reaction is part of the central activated methyl cycle of the cell, which provides 91 

methyl-groups to RNA, DNA, certain metabolites, and proteins (74, 79). As a byproduct of 92 

the LuxS catalysed conversion, 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD) is produced, from 93 

which at least two compounds are formed spontaneously in solution which are collectively 94 

called AI-2 (11, 51). In referring to this second function, the LuxS enzyme is also called AI-2 95 

synthase. By genetically knocking out the luxS gene, both functions are impaired. Therefore, 96 

the phenotype of luxS mutants is pleiotropic and cannot a priori be ascribed to quorum sens-97 

ing related signalling. Genetic complementation of a luxS deficient strain also restores both 98 
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functions of the LuxS enzyme. However, chemical complementation, i.e. addition of the syn-99 

thetic pure autoinducer molecule to the culture medium of a null mutant for the signal syn-100 

thase, in combination with whole genome transcriptome analysis, allows identification of 101 

genes which are regulated by signalling, and has been successfully performed to identify the 102 

quorum sensing regulon in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (60) or S. pneumoniae (52).  103 

 104 

Here we used this approach to identify AI-2 regulated genes in S. mutans. We report a 105 

genome wide transcriptome analysis of a luxS deficient strain of S. mutans UA159 throughout 106 

growth, both in the absence and in the presence of chemically synthesized AI-2, in 107 

comparison to the wildtype transcriptome. The data show that the expression of 30 % of all 108 

genes of S. mutans was affected by the luxS mutation. Genes involved in biofilm formation, 109 

acid tolerance, bacteriocin synthesis, and oxidative stress tolerance were among them. The 110 

expression of these genes could not be restored by AI-2, and thus they were not quorum 111 

sensing regulated. Their differential expression likely resulted from the disruption of the 112 

activated methyl cycle in which the LuxS enzyme is an essential component. At the same 113 

time, we were able to identify 59 genes, among them transcriptional regulators and membrane 114 

transporters, whose transcription was clearly induced by AI-2. The data show that AI-2 elicits 115 

a distinct cellular response in S. mutans and indicate for the first time which proteins might be 116 

used for its uptake and for mediating its regulatory effect. However, the deep changes in the 117 

transcriptome of a luxS null mutant which are not quorum sensing regulated make it 118 

unsuitable to study the role of AI-2 signalling and call for the development of novel 119 

experimental strategies  to this end. 120 
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 121 

 122 

Material and Methods  123 

 124 

Bacterial strains and culture conditions. 125 

Microarray experiments were performed with the wild type S. mutans UA159 (ATCC 126 

700610) (abbreviated WT) and a luxS null mutant which was constructed by allelic replace-127 

ment of the luxS gene with an erythromycin resistance cassette using the PCR ligation 128 

mutagenesis strategy (39). Briefly, the location of luxS in the genome of S. mutans UA159 129 

was identified using the National Center for Biotechnology Information database 130 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Approximately 1 kbp upstream and downstream of luxS were 131 

amplified using primers P1 and P2 (5`flanking region) and P3 and P4 (3`flanking region). 132 

Primer P2 contained a restriction site for Asc1, and Primer P3 had a restriction site for Fse1 133 

(see Table 1 for primer sequences). The amplified 5`and 3` flanking regions were purified 134 

using the StrataPrep PCR purification kit (Stratagene) and single digested with the respective 135 

restriction enzyme. The erythromycin resistance cassette was amplified from a plasmid 136 

pALN122 using primers pErm-19 and pErm-20 containing the restriction sites for Asc1 and 137 

Fse1, respectively (Suppl. Table 1). The amplified resistance gene was double digested with 138 

Asc1 and Fse1, and then ligated to the amplified 5`and 3` flanking regions of luxS. For 139 

mutagenesis, wildtype S. mutans UA159 was cultured in Todd Hewitt Broth with yeast ex-140 

tract (THBY, see below) at 37°C, 5 % CO2 for 16 h. Cells were then diluted 1:10 with fresh 141 

THBY medium. Competence stimulating peptide (CSP) was added to a final concentration of 142 

1 µg/ml. The DNA construct for allelic replacement was added to a final concentration of 1 143 

µg/ml and cells were incubated for 3 h at 37°C (5% CO2). Small aliquots were then spread on 144 
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THBY agar plates containing erythromycin and incubated for 48 h as above. Lack of luxS was 145 

confirmed in mutant colonies by PCR and sequencing.  146 

S. mutans strains were grown at 37°C without agitation under anaerobic (80% N2, 10% H2, 147 

10% CO2) or aerobic conditions (with 5% CO2). Media used in this study were Brain Heart 148 

Infusion (BHI) (Difco), containing 1% (w/v) sucrose when required (abbr. BHIS); Todd Hew-149 

itt Broth, containing 1% yeast extract (THBY) (Difco); Luria Bertani medium (LB) (Difco) as 150 

well as a biofilm medium (BM) slightly modified from (43)supplemented with 0.5% sucrose 151 

(w/v) (abbr. BMS). BM medium contained 58 mM K2HPO4, 15 mM KH2PO4, 10 mM 152 

(NH4)2SO4, 35 mM NaCl, 0.2% (wt/vol) Casamino Acids (CAA), and 100 µM MnCl2 x 4H2O 153 

(pH 7.4) and was supplemented with filter-sterilized vitamins (0.04 mM nicotinic acid, 0.1 154 

mM pyridoxine HCl, 0.01 mM pantothenic acid, 1µM riboflavin, 0.3 µM thiamine HCl, and 155 

0.05 µM D-biotin), amino acids (4 mM L-glutamic acid, 1 mM L-arginine HCl, 1.3 mM L-156 

cysteine HCl, and 0.1 mM L-tryptophan), and 2 mM MgSO4 x 7H2O. All precultures of S. 157 

mutans were carried out in THBY medium  without agitation at 37°C under anaerobic or 158 

aerobic conditions for anaerobic or aerobic cultures, respectively. For microarray experi-159 

ments, S. mutans was grown at 37°C without agitation under anaerobic (80% N2, 10% H2, 160 

10% CO2) conditions on BMS. 161 

The AI-2 bioasssay was performed using Vibrio harveyi BB170 (Km
r
; luxN::Tn5; AI-1

+
; AI-162 

2
+
) (ATCC BAA-1117), V. harveyi BB152 (Km

r
; luxLM::Tn5; AI-1

-
; AI-2

+
) (ATCC BAA-163 

1119) and V. harveyi MM77 (Km
r
; luxLM::Tn5, luxS::Tn5; AI-1

-
; AI-2

-
). All strains of V. 164 

harveyi were grown in Autoinducer Bioassay medium (AB) according to Greenberg et al. (21) 165 

in 100 ml Erlenmeyer flasks with baffles at 30°C and agitation at 160 rpm. For solid media 166 

2% (w/v) agar (Difco) was added prior to autoclaving.  167 

 168 
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AI-2 Bioassay  169 

Aliquots of 1.5 ml culture were withdrawn at various time points during cultivation, centri-170 

fuged (20,000 × g, 5 min, room temperature) and filter sterilised (Aerodisc
® 

13 mm syringe 171 

filter with 0.2 µm Supor
® 

Membrane; Pall Corporation Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The super-172 

natants were immediately used for the AI-2 bioassay or stored at –20 °C before use. The bio-173 

assay was carried out according to the procedure described by Greenberg et al. (21)and modi-174 

fied by Vilchez R et al. (76). 20 µl of the test sample and 180 µl of the working dilution of V. 175 

harveyi BB170 were incubated in white micro titre plates (Nunc) at 30°C with agitation (650 176 

rpm); luminescence was measured hourly for at least 6 h using a Victor Wallac3 Multilabel 177 

Counter (Perkin Elmer). Cell free culture supernatants from V. harveyi BB152 and MM77 178 

served as positive and negative controls, respectively. Chemically synthesized pure AI-2 (13) 179 

at a concentration of 0.4 µM (diluted in AB medium) was used as an additional positive con-180 

trol. All experiments were done in triplicate and for every data point six measurements (tech-181 

nical replicas) were applied. The results, presented as fold induction values, were obtained by 182 

dividing the luminescence of the samples by the luminescence of sterile AB medium.  183 

 184 

Whole genome microarray of S. mutans UA159  185 

Each probe of the microarray consisted of an individual 50-mer oligonucleotide. The UA159 186 

whole genome microarray contained 1952 oligonucleotides probing S. mutans ORFs specifi-187 

cally at genomic scale. Five Arabidopsis thaliana sequences served as hybridization controls 188 

and for grid finding. Three replicates were immobilized randomly per oligonucleotide and 189 

array, and two arrays were placed on one slide. Design and synthesis of the oligonucleotides 190 

were performed by MWG Biotech (Ebersberg, Germany). 191 

1957 individual 50mer oligonucleotides were deposited onto CodeLink activated slides (Am-192 

ersham Biosciences) at a concentration of 25 µM in 1.5 × sodium phosphate buffer in a con-193 
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tact-dependent manner using a MicroGrid TAS II spotter (BioRobotics, Freiburg, Germany). 194 

All 50-mers were amino-modified at the 5’-end enabling covalent linkage to reactive ester 195 

groups provided by the glass surface. Coupling of DNA was ensured by overnight incubation 196 

in a saturated sodium chloride chamber and blocking residual reactive groups was done as 197 

recommended by the manufacturer (Amersham Biosciences Europe, Freiburg, Germany). 198 

Until they were used, slides were maintained in a desiccated environment. To ensure com-199 

plete spotting, SYBR-Green staining of three randomly selected microarrays of each printing 200 

batch was performed as previously described (8).  201 

 202 

Sample preparation, hybridization, washing, staining and scanning 203 

S. mutans UA159 wild type, luxS null mutant and luxS null mutant complemented with 204 

synthetic AI-2 were cultured anaerobically in a defined synthetic medium (BM medium 205 

containing 0.5% sucrose) at 37°C in liquid culture (Ochs Ltd, Germany) without shaking. The 206 

planktonic cells were harvested throughout growth at the following optical densities (OD600): 207 

0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5. For the luxS mutant cultures, additional samples were 208 

obtained at OD600 of 2.0 and 2.5. Before sampling, culture flasks were agitated thoroughly. 209 

Samples were vortexed for appr. 5 seconds before OD600 was determined. To obtain the same 210 

amount of RNA from each growth stage, the volume of the cultures withdrawn for RNA 211 

extraction ranged from 200 ml (OD600 = 0.05) to 2.5 ml (OD600 > 1.2), resulting in 212 

approximately 600 mg of cell mass for each OD. The chemical complementation of the luxS 213 

mutation was carried out by two additions of DPD synthesized according to the method de-214 

scribed by DeKeersmaecker (13), one at an OD600 = 0.05 to cover the early logarithmic phase 215 

of growth, and the second one at an OD600 = 0.9 to cover the late logarithmic phase of growth. 216 

DPD half life in sterile BMS medium under anaerobic conditions was determined to be about 217 

5 h (Suppl. Fig. 1). From a stock solution (36 mM) an aliquot was added directly to the 218 
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culture at an OD600 = 0.05 to a calculated final concentration of 75.6 µM, and the same 219 

amount was added additionally at an OD600 = 0.9. The cells were collected immediately after 220 

the addition of AI-2 both times. Samples were fixed using RNA Protect Bacterial Reagent 221 

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). After centrifugation (10000 rpm, 4°C, 10 min) the resulting cell 222 

pellets were stored at –70°C or applied for RNA extraction.  223 

For cell lysis, lysozyme (2.5 mg/ml culture pellet) (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) 224 

and mutanolysin (50 U/ml culture pellet) (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) were 225 

added. After incubation at 37°C (15 min) sterile, acid washed glass beads (diameter 106 µm) 226 

were added and vortexed for 3 min. DNA free RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit 227 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The quality and 228 

integrity of the total RNA was controlled by running all samples on an Agilent Technologies 229 

2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany). About 35 – 75 µg RNA 230 

were obtained per culture pellet. 231 

For cDNA synthesis the RNA was transcribed using SuperScript II reverse transcriptase and 232 

random hexamers (1.125 µg pro reaction, Invitrogen, Germany). The cDNA products were 233 

then fragmented by DNase I and labeled with terminal transferase in the presence of biotin-234 

ddUTP to biotinylate cDNA at the 3’ termini as described 235 

(http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/manual/expression_manual.affx, Section 3: 236 

Prokaryotic Sample and Array Processing). 237 

Samples were hybridized to an individual S. mutans UA159 chip for 16 hours at 42°C using a 238 

Lucidea Slidepro (Amersham Biosciences). After hybridization, the microarrays were washed 239 

as recommended by the manufacturers (CodeLink Expression Bioarray System, Amersham 240 

Biosciences), stained with Cy5-streptavidin (Amersham Biosciences) and read using an array 241 

WoRx biochip reader (Applied Precision, LLC, Washington, USA). 242 

 243 
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Data Analysis 244 

Raw signal intensities were quantified by means of the Imagene Software v5.5.2 245 

(BioDiscovery, Inc. Los Angeles, CA, USA). Raw signal intensities were further analyzed 246 

using the Array Assist 4.0 Software package (Stratagene Europe, Amsterdam, The 247 

Netherlands). Before normalization, each individual array spot was pruned to exclude bad and 248 

empty spots flagged by the Imagene software. Normalization was performed using the 249 

LOWESS algorithm. For each time point, two biological and two technical replicates were 250 

measured, resulting in a maximum of 12 gene expression values per gene per time point. 251 

Signal intensities were averaged among the technical replicates. Two types of data analysis 252 

were performed: To identify density dependent changes in gene expression, single averaged 253 

normalized signal intensities for each time point were compared to the averaged normalized 254 

signal intensity of time 0 (OD600 = 0.05). Genes which showed a relative signal log2 ratio 255 

(SLR) value above 1.0 at any time point during growth were selected for further analysis. k-256 

means clustering was applied to organize and visualize expression profiles of the selected data 257 

set. In a second analysis genes which were differentially expressed between wildtype and luxS 258 

mutant and between luxS mutant with and without addition of AI-2 were detected using Two 259 

Class Paired Significance Analysis of Microarrays (TCPSAM) for OD600 = 0.1, 0.7, 1.0 and 260 

1.6 in the wildtype and OD600 = 0.1, 0.7, 0.9 and 2.0 in the luxS mutant with and without AI-2 261 

using the program SAM 3.0 (71) downloaded from  262 

http://www-stat-class.stanford.edu/~tibs/clickwrap/sam.html. The entire dataset in a MIAME 263 

compliant format, as well as an array description file, is available at the public GEO database 264 

under http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ under accession number GSE5451. 265 

The functions of the genes of interest were extracted from various databases like NCBI 266 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov ), TIGR (http://www.tigr.org), European Bioinformatics Insti-267 

tute (http://www.ebi.ac.uk), ExPASy Proteomics Server (http://www.expasy.org), KEGG 268 
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(http://www.genome.jp), and Los Alamos Oral Pathogens Database 269 

(http://www.oralgen.lanl.gov). 270 

 271 

Real time PCR 272 

Real time PCR was performed using Rotor-Gene Cycler System (Roche) and a Quantitect 273 

SYBR-Green PCR Kit (QIAGEN). Primers were designed by using Primer 3 software 274 

(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu) to generate amplicons ranging from 100 to 170 bp in size (Suppl. 275 

Table 1). Real-Time PCR was performed in triplicate in 20 µl of the reaction mixture contain-276 

ing 10 µl of 2 x Quanti Tec SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, 1 µl of primers (0.5 µM) and 5 ng 277 

cDNA. The reaction mixture without template was run as a control. The cycling conditions 278 

were as follows: 95 °C for 15 min followed by 40 cycles of three steps consisting of denatura-279 

tion at 94 °C for 15 s, primer annealing at the optimal temperature for 30 s and the primer 280 

extension at 72 °C for 30 s. For each set of primers the cycle threshold values (CP, crossing 281 

point), defined as the first cycle showing an amount of PCR product above the background, 282 

was determined. The relative expression based on the expression ratio between target gene 283 

versus a reference gene was calculated. Using a mathematical model, the target gene expres-284 

sion was normalised to the gene expression of a non-regulated reference gene using the soft-285 

ware tool REST
®
 (relative expression software tool) (53). As a reference gene, SMU.1114 286 

(gyrA) was chosen, which showed a constant low expression throughout growth and has also 287 

been used by other authors (5). The mean CP of the genes, the CP variation and the coeffi-288 

cient of variation (CV) were calculated to determine reproducibility and variation. Linearity 289 

and amplification efficiency were determined for each primer pair, and only values corre-290 

sponding to high amplification efficiency in the exponential range were used. Every RT-PCR 291 

was performed at least three times. The expression values determined in the microarray were 292 
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confirmed by quantitative PCR for several genes which were selected to represent both up- 293 

and downregulated genes from all three investigated cultures (Suppl. Table 2). 294 

 295 

 296 

Results 297 

 298 

Phenotype of the luxS mutant 299 

When cultivated under the conditions used in the microarray analysis (planktonic culture in 300 

BM medium, 0.5 % sucrose, anaerobic incubation at 37°C without shaking), the wildtype S. 301 

mutans UA159 started to aggregate and to form flocs after reaching an OD600 between 0.1 and 302 

0.2. By contrast, the luxS deficient strain did not visibly aggregate. It produced only small 303 

flocs which were easily resuspended. When grown on glass slides, it formed a thinner and 304 

more diffuse biofilm than the wildtype (Suppl. Fig. 2). Autoinducer-2 was not produced by 305 

the luxS mutant. In the wildtype, the luxS gene responsible for AI-2 synthesis and the pfs gene 306 

coding for the nucleosidase enzyme performing the preceding step in the activated methyl 307 

cycle (74) were expressed at a low but constant rate throughout growth (Fig. 1), thus DPD, 308 

the precursor of AI-2, must have been formed. However, AI-2 activity detected in the V. har-309 

veyi bioassay was at background level (around 1 % of positive controls) using cell free super-310 

natants of anaerobic or aerobic cultures of S. mutans during the entire growth curve in the 311 

following media: BHI, THBY, LB, BHIS, and BMS (0.5% and 1% of sucrose) (data not 312 

shown). When cell free culture supernatants from S. mutans were added to positive controls 313 

containing chemically synthesized AI-2, the recovery of AI-2 activity was strongly reduced 314 

compared to controls without added S. mutans culture supernatants (Suppl. Fig. 3). This effect 315 

increased with optical density of the culture, both under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. It 316 

was not caused by a change in pH, since the medium was buffered and thus during growth the 317 
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pH decreased only slightly to pH 6.5. Since AI-2 was also not detected in media which did 318 

not contain glucose, which might be produced by S. mutans from sucrose during growth and 319 

is known to be a strong inhibitor of V. harveyei luminescence (14, 70), we conclude that glu-320 

cose was not responsible for the lack of detection of AI-2. For our experiment, it is important 321 

that the luxS gene was expressed at a constant rate in the wildtype and was absent in the mu-322 

tant. Since AI-2 is hypothesized to be an interspecies signalling molecule, the chemically syn-323 

thesized AI-2 added to the luxS mutant culture mimicked the signal produced by diverse luxS 324 

harbouring microorganisms in the oral cavity.   325 

 326 

Overview of microarray analysis 327 

The total transcriptome of S. mutans UA159 was analysed for the wild type, a luxS mutant 328 

and a luxS mutant complemented with synthetic AI-2 in a density dependent manner to iden-329 

tify possible quorum sensing related genes. To this end, the expression of each gene was nor-330 

malized to its expression at time zero, corresponding to an OD600 = 0.05. With a cutoff value 331 

of 2 for the fold change of expression (p < 0.05) we found 204 genes of all 1952 genes present 332 

in the microarray to be differentially regulated in a density dependent way, 10.4 % of the total 333 

genome. The regulated genes were then sorted into seven clusters according to their transcrip-334 

tion pattern in the three treatments (Fig. 2 left and center) and finally assigned to their main 335 

functional categories (Fig. 2 right). Transcription patterns in cluster 1, 2, 3 and 7 show 158 336 

genes which were up- or downregulated during growth in the luxS mutant, but which were 337 

unaffected by addition of AI-2 and retained their luxS type expression level. Thus, these genes 338 

can be assumed to be responding to the metabolic changes resulting from the knock-out of the 339 

luxS gene (Supplementary Table 3). Clusters 4 and 6 show 38 genes which were up- or down 340 

regulated in the luxS mutant during growth, but which upon addition of AI-2 resumed their 341 

wild type pattern of expression. Since AI-2 is not known to be an intermediate metabolite, 342 
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these genes can therefore be assumed to be responding to the signalling molecule AI-2 (Table 343 

1). Finally, cluster 7 shows 8 genes whose density dependent regulation was very small in all 344 

three cases studied (Suppl. Table 3). 345 

 346 

A second analysis was carried out to detect genes which were differentially expressed in the 347 

luxS mutant compared to the wildtype or in the luxS mutant with and without addition of AI-348 

2, but whose rate of expression was not necessarily changed during growth. These genes 349 

would therefore escape the density dependent analysis described above. Two Class Paired 350 

Significance Analysis of Microarrays (TCPSAM) was used to this end, using a cutoff value 351 

for the fold change of expression of 2.0 and a ∆ of 0.25 (<1 false positives, q < 0.0001). A 352 

total of 453 genes of all 1952 genes present in the microarray (25.0 %) were found to be dif-353 

ferentially expressed in the luxS mutant compared to the wildtype and did not respond to AI-2 354 

(Suppl. Table 4). In addition, 35 genes were significantly changed between the luxS mutant 355 

and the luxS mutant complemented with AI-2, and thus were regulated by AI-2. Of these, 6 356 

genes displayed their wildtype level of expression upon addition of AI-2. For the remaining 357 

29 genes, their expression in the luxS mutant was similar to the wildtype or higher, and was 358 

increased further by addition of AI-2 (Table 2).    359 

 360 

If both analyses are taken together, a total of 585 genes were found to be affected by the luxS 361 

mutation (30.0 % of the genome), i.e. they were differentially expressed in the luxS mutant 362 

culture and did not revert to wildtype in the AI-2 complemented culture. Of these, 107 genes 363 

were detected in both analyses. Genes affected by the luxS mutation were distributed in all 364 

metabolic pathways (Fig. 3). Unknown or unclassified genes contributed the largest fraction, 365 

followed by genes required for membrane transport, carbohydrate metabolism, folding, sort-366 

ing and degradation, translation, transcription, amino acid synthesis, replication and repair. 367 
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Important effects were also observed for signal transduction, cell cycle and glycan biosynthe-368 

sis related genes. The density related analyses revealed both up- and downregulated genes, 369 

while in the TCPSAM analysis the majority of luxS affected genes were downregulated.  370 

 371 

A total of 59 genes (3% of the genome) were found which were differentially expressed in the 372 

luxS mutant, but whose expression responded to the addition of AI-2. They can thus be as-373 

sumed to be regulated by the signalling molecule AI-2. Of these, 12 genes were found in both 374 

analyses. In summary, the luxS mutation induced deep changes in the transcription of many 375 

genes, and after addition of AI-2 the majority of them did not restore the transcription level 376 

observed in the wild type strain. However, a number of genes were discovered which were 377 

regulated by AI-2.   378 

 379 

LuxS dependent changes in gene expression in S. mutans UA159 380 

Supplementary Table 3 shows the list of 166 genes which were up- or down regulated in the 381 

luxS mutant during growth and did not restore the wildtype gene expression pattern upon ad-382 

dition of AI-2 (abbr. LuxS affected genes, density dependent cluster analysis). Supplementary 383 

Table 4 shows the list of 453 genes which were differentially expressed in the luxS mutant 384 

compared to the wildtype and did not restore the wildtype expression level upon addition of 385 

AI-2 (LuxS affected genes, TCPSAM analysis). We will here focus on the most strongly af-386 

fected genes or on those which are known to be related to biofilm growth and virulence prop-387 

erties of S. mutans.  388 

Membrane transport. ABC transporters  form the largest group of paralogous genes in bacte-389 

rial genomes (Tatusov et al. 1996), and they were most strongly affected by the luxS mutation. 390 

Changes in the transcription of more than 40 ABC transporters were induced which could not 391 

be restored by addition of AI-2. The most strongly affected transporter was SMU.238c, which 392 
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was downregulated 108fold. It is predicted to encode an ATP binding protein, the most con-393 

served component of an ABC transport system with unknown function. The membrane com-394 

ponent of this ABC transporter, SMU.237c, was recently found to be significantly down regu-395 

lated in strain UA159 grown as biofilm compared to planktonic growth (65).  396 

Bacteriocins and bacteriocin immunity. The second most strongly affected gene was 397 

SMU.2035, encoding a putative bacteriocin immunity protein, which was downregulated 398 

101.2 fold and was also discovered in the density dependent analysis. The genome sequence 399 

of S. mutans UA159 encodes at least 12 putative bacteriocins (4, 47, 73), of which the nlmB 400 

gene (SMU.151) which together with nlmA forms the two component mutacin IV (54) was 401 

down regulated 25.8 fold and is most active against S. sanguinis and S. mitis (36). In addition, 402 

the newly described mutacin V (SMU.1914c, nlmC) which is active against non streptococcal 403 

species (24) was down regulated 2.0 fold. Moreover the bsmI gene (SMU.1895c) and the gene 404 

encoding the competence stimulating peptide (CSP) (SMU.1915) were down regulated 2.0 405 

and 2.3 fold, respectively. The nlmA gene which showed the highest antimicrobial activity of 406 

S. mutans UA159, even without nlmB (24) was below our cut off criteria. Only two putative 407 

bacteriocins, SMU.1896c (bsmH, +2.8) and SMU.1905 (bsmL) were upregulated in the luxS 408 

mutant.  409 

Acid tolerance. Strongly downregulated was AguA (SMU.264, -72.97 fold) encoding the ag-410 

matine deiminase enzyme, which is used for generating ammonia to reduce intracellular pH in 411 

less acid tolerant Streptococci (22). 412 

Cell envelope. The gene pbp2b encoding a penicillin binding protein was also strongly down-413 

regulated (SMU.597, -38.48). Since these proteins are responsible for the assembly, mainte-414 

nance and regulation of the cell wall component peptidoglycan, disruption of their expression 415 

can affect osmoadaptation, which is important during sessile growth (42). Mutation of php2b 416 

in S. gordonii resulted in reduced biofilm formation (9).  417 
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Local and global transcriptional regulators. Genes belonging to the transcriptional regulation 418 

category composed a big fraction of the luxS affected genes, with 39 transcriptional regulators  419 

changed due to the lack of luxS. In addition, several genes connected with global transcrip-420 

tional control were found: The luxS mutant showed a 24 fold downregulation of the rpoD 421 

gene (SMU.822) encoding the sigma factor  σ
A
. The catabolite control protein A (SMU.1591) 422 

was downregulated 2.4fold.  423 

Glucan biosynthesis.  Glucan plays a central role in the sucrose dependent biofilm formation 424 

of S. mutans. Soluble and insoluble glucans are synthesiszed by glycosyltransferases (gtf) and 425 

form the main component of the sticky EPS matrix. In the luxS mutant, the expression of the 426 

glycosyltransferase gene gtfD responsible for the synthesis of soluble glucan was slightly in-427 

creased (SMU.910, +2.0), while all other glycosyltransferases were unchanged. Biofilm archi-428 

tecture is strongly affected by the membrane bound glucan binding proteins (gbp), which link 429 

the bacteria with extracellular glucan. Lack of any of them has been shown to reduce biofilm 430 

depth and even to influence cariogenicity (45, 46). In the luxS mutant, two of the four glucan 431 

binding proteins were expressed differentially. The glucan binding protein C, which binds 432 

soluble glucan, was upregulated (SMU.1396, gbpC +4.2) and glucan binding protein A was 433 

strongly downregulated (SMU.2112, gbpA, -7.8). The repressor vicX, which is part of the 434 

VicRK signal transduction system(63), was downregulated (SMU.1515, vicX , -2.5). A dele-435 

tion mutant of vicX was shown to be more adhesive because of increased expression of gtfB 436 

and gtfC, but was also impaired in competence and stress tolerance (64). Thus, contrasting 437 

changes in genes related to glucan synthesis and binding were observed.   438 

Uptake and metabolism of sugars. The phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system 439 

(PTS) is the most important sugar uptake mechanism in S. mutans (16, 72). Many components 440 

of PTS systems were weakly downregulated between 2fold and 3fold (SMU.1960c, 441 

SMU.313, SMU.271, Smu 1958c, SMU.1600), while one mannose specific component 442 
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(SMU.1878, ptnC, +2.5) and one fructose specific component (SMU.872, +4.0) was upregu-443 

lated. The non specific energy coupling HPr component of PTS systems was also strongly 444 

upregulated (SMU.674, ptsH, +8.6). Internalised sugars are subsequently metabolised through 445 

glycolysis to pyruvate. A gene encoding a putative fructokinase enzyme initiating this meta-446 

bolic route was strongly downregulated (SMU.1840, scrK, -12.5), while SMU.1191 (pfkA, 6-447 

phosphofructokinase) was upregulated 5.1fold.  448 

 449 

AI-2 dependent changes in gene expression in S. mutans UA159 450 

Genes which responded to the addition of AI-2 by a significant change in expression are listed 451 

in Table 1 (density dependent analysis) and Table 2 (TCPSAM analysis). Genes in cluster 4 452 

were upregulated in the luxS mutant during growth, while genes in cluster 6 were downregu-453 

lated (Table 1). Addition of AI-2 restored the wildtype pattern of expression according to the 454 

clustering procedure, and thus this molecule could induce both downregulation and upregula-455 

tion. Of the AI-2 regulated genes found in the TCPSAM analysis (Table 2) 33 were upregu-456 

lated in comparison to the luxS mutant and 2 downregulated.  457 

Protein synthesis and stress related genes. Table 1 shows that except for a large fraction of 458 

hypothetical proteins, many of the AI-2 regulated genes were related to protein synthesis, pro-459 

tein degradation, DNA synthesis and repair and general stress response. These effects might 460 

be indirect and result from an interaction of AI-2 with one or several regulatory elements re-461 

sponsible for these processes.  462 

Global transcriptional regulators. The largest change in gene expression which was observed 463 

in the whole study was for SMU.96, the δ subunit of the RNA polymerase (RpoE), whose 464 

expression was stimulated 147fold by AI-2 (Table 2). The wildtype expressed this gene at a 465 

low level throughout growth, while the luxS mutant showed a pronounced peak of expression 466 

at the beginning of the exponential growth phase, followed by low level transcription subse-467 
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quently. In addition, also the α subunit of the RNA polymerase (SMU.2001, RpoA) was 468 

upregulated 3.3 fold in the AI-2 supplemented culture. 469 

Transcription factors. The density dependent analysis of the array data revealed three differ-470 

ent types of transcriptional regulators which responded directly to AI-2. Two of them were 471 

induced (SMU.135, SMU.1168) (Table 1, cluster 6), and one was repressed by AI-2 472 

(SMU.2114c) (Table 1, cluster 4); SMU.1168 was also detected by the TCPSAM analysis 473 

(Table 2).  474 

The transcriptional regulator SMU.135 showed an interesting density dependent pattern of 475 

expression (Fig. 4). In the wild type, SMU.135 was upregulated at the beginning of growth, 476 

and during the logarithmic phase its expression decreased continuously. In the luxS mutant, 477 

the expression of the gene was very low and decreased right from the beginning of growth. 478 

Addition of AI-2 resulted in immediate increase in the expression of SMU.135, both at OD600 479 

= 0.05 and OD600 = 0.9, suggesting that this transcription factor may have been regulated di-480 

rectly by AI-2. Real-time PCR confirmed the induction of SMU.135 expression after addition 481 

of AI-2 to the culture medium (Fig. 4). 482 

The transcriptional regulator SMU.1168 was 3.4 fold upregulated in the AI-2 complemented 483 

luxS mutant culture (Table 2). Its expression was correlated to cell density, since it was also 484 

discovered in the time zero normalized data (Table 1). Maximum expression in the wild type 485 

was observed at the late logarithmic phase of growth. 486 

The transcriptional regulator SMU.2114c was expressed at a constant rate throughout growth 487 

in the wildtype and strongly induced in the luxS mutant. Upon addition of AI-2, the wildtype 488 

pattern of expression was restored.  489 

Membrane transport. The expression of four transport proteins was induced by addition of 490 

AI-2, namely SMU.103, SMU.408, SMU.1665 and SMU.1667. SMU.408 is a putative per-491 

mease which was strongly upregulated well beyond the wildtype level of expression immedi-492 
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ately after each addition of AI-2. Two other components of a membrane transporter which 493 

were regulated by AI-2 were SMU.1667 (livM), which was 2.8 fold upregulated, and 494 

SMU.1665 (livF), which was 4.0 fold upregulated. They are annotated to encode the ATP-495 

binding component (livF) and the permease component (livM) of an ABC transporter for 496 

branched chain amino acids. Finally, expression of SMU.103 encoding the IIA component of 497 

a  putative PTS system was upregulated 2.5 fold upon addition of AI-2. These data suggest 498 

that there are several transporters which are regulated by AI-2 and which might be specific for 499 

different variants of the AI-2 group of molecules. 500 

 501 

 502 

Discussion 503 

 504 

Phenotype of the luxS mutant. Four other luxS mutants of S. mutans have been previously 505 

studied, one in an UA159 background (78), two in an GS5 background (50, 82) and one in an 506 

UA140 background (49). All authors observed impaired biofilm formation, especially on 507 

chemically defined medium with sucrose as a carbon source. No or only small effects were 508 

observed with glucose as a carbon source or on complex media. Biofilms of the UA159 luxS 509 

null mutant growing on hydroxylapatite discs in BMS medium under CO2 enriched conditions 510 

(78) were “loose, hive-like, and had large gaps”, similar to our observations, which were, 511 

however, obtained in an oxygen free atmosphere. The analysis reported here was performed in 512 

planktonic culture to determine density dependent effects. However, the clearly different floc-513 

culation behaviour of wildtype and luxS mutant in planktonic culture indicates that traits rele-514 

vant for biofilm formation were expressed. Since the mutant analysed here is isogenic to the 515 

one constructed by Wen & Burne (78), it can be expected to also be more sensitive to-516 
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wards.acids and more tolerant towards oxidative stress, although these traits were not tested 517 

by us. 518 

We consistently found background level AI-2 activity in sterile culture supernatants of S. mu-519 

tans UA159, in spite of an active and functional LuxS enzyme, as judged by its constant ex-520 

pression during growth. Similar results were described by Merritt et al. (50) for S. mutans GS-521 

5 and by Joyce et al. (30) for S. pneumoniae: Culture supernatants of the wildtype could not 522 

induce luminescence in V. harveyi BB170, although the respective LuxS enzyme was shown 523 

to be functional when expressed in E. coli DH5α. The data suggest the presence of an inhibi-524 

tor of V. harveyi luminescence or an enzyme which binds, modifies or degrades AI-2 in the 525 

cell free culture supernatants of S. mutans (and possibly S. pneumoniae). Candidates for such 526 

proteins have been detected in this analysis, e.g. SMU.408, a permease whose transcription 527 

was strongly induced upon addition of AI-2, as well as SMU.103 and SMU.1667, encoding 528 

the IIA component of a PTS system and the permease component of an ABC transporter, re-529 

spectively.  530 

Chemical detection of AI-2 would circumvent many of the problems inevitably associated 531 

with a bioassay. The published method has until now only been applied to the high concentra-532 

tions present during chemical synthesis (13, 48, 62). Its sensitivity does not yet allow deter-533 

mination of in situ concentrations of biological samples reliably. 534 

  535 

Genome wide changes in gene expression.  The transcriptome analysis showed that the luxS 536 

mutation is immensely pleiotropic, affecting 585 (roughly 30 %) of the genes of S. mutans. In 537 

E. coli, DeLisa (15)found 242 genes changed more than 2.3 fold  in a luxS mutant  (5.6 % of 538 

the genome), and in E. coli EHEC, Sperandio et al. reported that 404 genes were differentially 539 

expressed in a luxS mutant using a cutoff of five (66). The cutoff value of 2.0 is routinely 540 

used, e.g. by a recent microarray investigation of sugar transporters in S. mutans (5), or in a 541 
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genome wide analysis of the role of luxS (30) or comX  (52) in S. pneumoniae. The number of 542 

differentially expressed genes in the luxS mutant would have dropped to 201 had we used a 543 

cutoff value of 3.0. However, by using the cutoff of 2.0 it was possible to detect changes in 544 

key genes, e.g. comC or pleotropic regulators, which might be very important for the regula-545 

tory network of S. mutans. 546 

 547 

Temporal pattern of changes in gene expression. Quorum sensing controlled genes are 548 

expected to be expressed in a density dependent manner, and therefore a growth phase de-549 

pendent analysis of changes in gene expression was conducted. In such a way, Peterson et al. 550 

(52) showed that three temporal waves of gene expression were induced by the competence 551 

stimulating peptide (CSP), termed early, late and delayed genes, over a time period of 22 552 

minutes in S. pneumoniae. Our density dependent analysis of the microarray data revealed no 553 

temporal pattern of gene expression of the luxS mutant. Most dysregulated genes responded 554 

already at the beginning of growth. These observations are similar to those obtained by Joyce 555 

et al. (30) with a luxS mutant of S. pneumoniae and lead these authors to conclude that quo-556 

rum sensing is not the mechanism mediating the differential gene expression seen in the luxS 557 

deficient strain. However, since AI-2 is proposed to act as an interspecies signalling molecule, 558 

it could function to inform the recipient cell about the density of luxS expressing bacteria in 559 

the immediate neighbourhood, rather than about its own cell density. This would be consistent 560 

with the constant expression of luxS during growth observed here, but would imply that S. 561 

mutans can differentiate between its own excreted AI-2 (which is also rapidly taken up or 562 

modified) and AI-2 that is produced by neighbouring bacteria.  563 

 564 

Complementation experiments. The majority of the differentially expressed genes did not 565 

respond to chemically synthesized DPD, among them many genes which are known to be 566 
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important for biofilm formation. In accordance with the transcriptome data, DPD was not able 567 

to cure the altered floc formation behaviour and biofilm growth of the luxS mutant (data not 568 

shown). Since it was reported that DPD restored interdigitated biofilm growth in a two-569 

species system in a narrow concentration range between 0.08 and 0.8 nM, while higher con-570 

centrations were inhibitory (57), we added DPD over a range of concentrations (0.04; 0.08; 8; 571 

80; 800 and 8000 nM at a starting OD600 = 0.05) to cultures of S. mutans, but wildtype floc 572 

formation was not obtained. Supplementation of the culture with wild type sterile culture su-573 

pernatant (20% or 80%) did also not restore wildtype floc formation.   574 

The timing of added autoinducer might also influence the transcription of quorum controlled 575 

genes. Thus, in Pseudomonas aeruginosa transcriptome analysis revealed 315 quorum in-576 

duced and 38 quorum repressed genes; their induction was strongly dependent on the timing 577 

of added autoinducer (59, 60). In our experiment, DPD was added at the beginning of growth 578 

(OD600 = 0.05) and at the end of the exponential growth phase (OD600 = 0.9), thus covering all 579 

growth stages. The used concentration of DPD is not inhibitory for V. harveyi, but relatively 580 

high, to account for possible losses in the culture. The half life of AI-2 in BMS medium 581 

(37°C, anaerobic incubation) is appr. 5 h (Suppl. Fig. 1), and the extracellular polysaccharides 582 

produced by S. mutans might bind and inactivate AI-2. In a microarray analysis of AI-2 regu-583 

lation in E. coli EHEC Kendall et al. (31) added DPD to the culture in an even higher concen-584 

tration (100 µM).  585 

 586 

LuxS dependent genes  587 

The luxS mutation resulted in changes in all cellular processes and the affected genes were 588 

distributed throughout the genome (Fig. 5). Consistent transcriptional changes in complete 589 

operons (e.g. as those seen for the CSP regulated genes (52)) were rarely detected, in most 590 

cases the observed pattern resembled an uncoordinated response, similar to data reported for 591 
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Neisseria meningitidis (18). Some of the affected genes are known to have pleiotropic effects 592 

themselves, e.g. transcriptional regulators (64, 77), sigma factors, iron acquisition systems 593 

(25) and PTS transporters (2). Below we will discuss several genes related to phenotypes de-594 

scribed before in luxS mutants which were found to be differentially expressed in our analysis 595 

and did not respond to added DPD.   596 

Bacteriocins and competence. An effect of the luxS mutation on bacteriocin production has 597 

been described previously in S. mutans UA140 (49). This strain produces the lantibiotic mu-598 

tacin I, which is active against a wide spectrum of Gram-positive bacteria. Transcription of 599 

mutacin I (mutA) and its transcriptional activator (mutR) was shown to be impaired in a luxS 600 

null mutant of UA140 due to the increased expression of the repressor irvA (SMU.1274). S. 601 

mutans UA159 does not produce mutacins I – III which belong to the lantibiotics; they have 602 

complex biosynthesis pathways and regulatory circuits (69). In strain UA159 analysed here, a 603 

homologue to the repressor irvA (SMU.1937c) and the positive regulator mutR (SMU.110) is 604 

present, but not to the mutacin encoding gene mutA. In our analysis, irvA was downregulated 605 

9.9 fold, in contrast to the observations of Merrit et al. (49). Its function in strain UA159, 606 

which does not produce mutacin I, remains to be elucidated.  607 

However, a role of luxS for bacteriocin production was confirmed in our analysis, although it 608 

was not regulated by the signalling molecule AI-2. We found reduced transcription of 4 of the 609 

12 putative bacteriocins that were identified in the genome sequence of strain UA159 (4, 73), 610 

including the competence stimulating peptide (CSP). The activity of the putative bacteriocins 611 

was analysed and the mutacins IV and V, which were donwregulated in the luxS mutant ana-612 

lysed here, were shown to have the strongest antimicrobial activity (23, 24, 54), whereas the 613 

putative bacteriocins SMU.281, 283, 423, 1892c, 1895c, 1896c, 1905c and 1906c (two of 614 

which were upregulated in the luxS mutant) had no effect on 84 indicator strains tested (24). 615 

Thus, the luxS mutant was probably impaired in antibacterial activity. The comCDE regula-616 
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tory circuit was shown to modulate the expression of some bacteriocin genes (35, 37, 47, 73). 617 

Down regulation of the comC gene 2.3 fold caused by the luxS mutation might therefore be 618 

responsible for an attenuated antimicrobial activity in the luxS mutant strain.  619 

Biofilm formation and acid tolerance. Biofilm formation is one of the main cariogenic proper-620 

ties of S. mutans, and it is impaired in luxS mutants (49, 50, 78, 82). The transcriptome analy-621 

sis revealed changes in many biofilm related genes which could not be restored by addition of 622 

DPD, including some of the most strongly dysregulated genes. Examples are fructokinase 623 

(SMU.1840, -12.5),  pbp2b (SMU.597, -38.48) (9), comC {SMU.1915,  624 

-2.3) {Li, 2002 84 /id}, gbpA (SMU.2112, -7.8) (45). Moreover, many of the membrane 625 

transporters which were down regulated (e.g. SMU.238c, -108.02) may have an impact on 626 

biofilm formation (65). Aciduricity is considered as another important virulence traits in S. 627 

mutans and was reported to be impaired in a luxS mutant (78), consistent with the strong 628 

downregulation of aguA (-72.97 fold) observed here.  629 

These data show that luxS related phenotypes may be caused by central metabolic defects 630 

rather than quorum sensing related signalling. Similar observations have been made by other 631 

authors. A luxS mutant of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium has an impaired biofilm 632 

growth, and this trait could not be restored by complementation with chemically synthesized 633 

AI-2(13). The defects in growth and biofilm architecture of a luxS mutant of Lactobacillus 634 

rhamnosus were not affected by AI-2 (40). 635 

  636 

Autoinducer-2 regulated genes 637 

While the majority of transcriptional changes observed in the luxS mutant were not signifi-638 

cantly changed by addition of DPD, a number of genes clearly restored their wildtype expres-639 

sion level and thus were regulated directly by the signalling molecule AI-2. Here, we will 640 
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focus on regulatory genes which in turn could control several AI-2 dependent traits, and on 641 

transport proteins likely to be important in uptake or excretion of AI-2. 642 

SMU.96. The δ subunit (rpoE) of the RNA polymerase has a molecular mass of 21 kDa and is 643 

wide spread in Gram positive bacteria, but there is no counterpart in Gram negative bacteria 644 

(29). It has been speculated that σ
A
 and δ together have a similar activity as σ

70
 from E. coli 645 

(26). Spiegelman et al. (67) suggested a role for δ in maintaining transcriptional specifity in B. 646 

subtilis. Thus, RpoE is a modulator of the specificity of RNA polymerase and the 147fold 647 

increase in its expression which was observed in this study likely affects many diverse genes. 648 

The expression of rpoE was reported to be maximal during mid-exponential growth in S. aga-649 

lactiae and at the transition between logarithmic and stationary phase in B. subtilis (29, 44, 650 

61), indicating that it might respond to cell density related signals. The presence of a rela-651 

tively high concentration of the AI-2 molecule might have mimicked a very high cell density 652 

and thus induced the strong up regulation of rpoE transcription in S. mutans. Further work is 653 

necessary to confirm this hypothesis. 654 

SMU.135 belongs to the LysR type regulators (LTTRs) which are the most common positive 655 

transcriptional regulators (58). Most of them autoregulate their own transcription in a positive 656 

or negative way. LTTRs are able to bind to their cognate DNA binding motif directly but 657 

most of them require small ligands as coinducers for full activation of transcription of their 658 

target promoters. The binding cavity of the coinducer was located on the C-terminal domain 659 

which exhibits large sequence divergence (6, 75). Studies based on the crystal structure of 660 

CysB from Klebsiella aerogenes and OxyR from E. coli revealed that they are structurally 661 

similar to the periplasmic ligand binding protein II (PBPII) superfamily. Both LLTR and PBP 662 

were shown to bind many different classes of ligands, including sugars, amino acids and inor-663 

ganic ions (58, 83). The AI-2 molecule has a large structural similarity to D-ribose (11), thus 664 

making it a possible candidate to act as coinducer for this LLTR. Addition of AI-2 immedi-665 
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ately increased the transcription level of SMU.135, therefore we suggest  that SMU.135 is 666 

positively autoregulated. SMU.135 is a homologue of mleR from Lactococcus lactis (40 % 667 

identity). In this organisms, it was shown to regulate malolactic fermentation (56). The mleR 668 

homologue in Oenococcus oeni is not involved in regulation of malolactic fermentation and 669 

could not be assigned a function yet (38). In H+-ATPase deficient mutants, it was not tran-670 

scribed (20), leading Galland et al. to the suggestion that a regulatory factor is needed which 671 

is presumably linked to metabolic energy.  672 

SMU.1168 belongs to the TetR family of repressors. Ramos et al. (55) identified 16 TetR type 673 

regulators in S. mutans employing a bioinformatical approach. Transcriptional regulators of 674 

this family are known to act as repressors and to regulate diverse functions in bacteria, mainly 675 

related to multidrug resistance, biosynthesis of antibiotics, osmotic stress and pathogenicity 676 

(55). The family has been named after its best characterized member TetR (tetracycline resis-677 

tance), controlling expression of tetA, an efflux pump for tetracycline.   678 

SMU.2114c is a transcriptional regulator which binds DNA through a helix – turn – helix 679 

motive and belongs to the PFAM family PF00376 (merR). Members of this family are sensi-680 

tive to metal ions, redox stress, and other chemical signals. They are positive regulators, 681 

which upon sensing their ligand release the DNA binding site and allow RNA polymerase to 682 

initiate transcription.  683 

SMU.103 is part of a phosphoenolpyruvate-dependent sugar phosphotransferase (PTS) sys-684 

tem, which catalyses the phosphorylation of incoming sugar substrates concomitant with their 685 

translocation across the cell membrane. The EIIA domain is a membrane bound protein which 686 

carries the first permease-specific phosphorylation site, a histidine which is phosphorylated by 687 

another component of the PTS system, the phosphoryl carrier protein (HPr). SMU.103 be-688 

longs to the Mannitol class of PTS. This EIIA domain has an average length of about 142 689 

amino acids, and the three dimensional structure has been determined (Prosite documentation 690 
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PD0C00528). It remains to be tested if SMU.103 is able to phosphorylate and translocate AI-691 

2 across the membrane.   692 

SMU.408 belongs to the major facilitator superfamily (MFS) transporters which are described 693 

to translocate diverse molecules, including amino acids, nucleotides, and sugars (1). Only a 694 

general function prediction is possible using the PFAM database. The family COG2252 695 

includes permeases for diverse substrates such as xanthine, uracil and vitamin C, which have 696 

ten predicted transmembrane helices. However many members of this family are functionally 697 

uncharacterized and the transported molecules are not known..The strong response of this 698 

transporter to the AI-2 molecule suggests that SMU.408 expression is regulated by AI-2, and 699 

that it may act as an uptake mechanism for AI-2. The strong induction of SMU.408 by AI-2 700 

might also be responsible for the lack of detectable AI-2 in culture supernatants of S. mutans. 701 

SMU.408 has no similarity to the Lsr transporter of Salmonella typhimurium (51, 68, 81). It is 702 

also not homologous to LsrR, the transcriptional regulator of Salmonella and E. coli, which 703 

binds phosphorylated AI-2 and activates transcription of the lsr operon. Finally, it is also not 704 

similar to the YdgG transporter of E. coli (27) and the RbsB ribose binding protein of Actino-705 

bacillus actinomycetemcomitans (28).   706 

SMU.1667 is a bacterial inner membrane translocator which is part of a multicomponent 707 

branch-chain amino acid transport system. These are typically composed of a periplasmic 708 

substrate-binding protein, one or two reciprocally homologous integral inner-membrane pro-709 

teins and one or two peripheral membrane ATP-binding proteins that couple energy to the 710 

active transport system. SMU.1667c represents the permease component of this multicompo-711 

nent transport system which translocates the substrate across the membrane. It has been 712 

shown that most of these proteins contain a conserved region located about 80 to 100 residues 713 

from their C-terminal extremity. This region seems to be located in a cytoplasmic loop be-714 

tween two transmembrane domains. Apart from the conserved region, the sequence of these 715 
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proteins is quite divergent. Also found with in this family are proteins from the galactose 716 

transport system permease and a ribose transport system (PF02653, 717 

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cgi-bin/Pfam/getacc?PF02653).  718 

 719 

Conclusion 720 

In summary, the observed changes in the transcriptome of a luxS deficient strain of S. mutans 721 

are consistent with the reported phenotypic changes. Many of them affected biofilm related 722 

traits, but also genes important for virulence, sugar metabolism, stress responses, acid toler-723 

ance, osmotolerance, protein synthesis, competence, and DNA repair. All functional catego-724 

ries were affected, but most of them in a subtle and apparently “uncoordinated” way. We 725 

found examples where certain genes responsible for a trait were upregulated, while others 726 

were downregulated (e.g. glucan binding proteins). This suggests further that LuxS is a cen-727 

tral metabolic enzyme with multiple and diverse roles in protein, RNA and DNA synthesis, in 728 

such a way indirectly affecting the majority of cellular processes..However, there is presently 729 

no evidence to ascribe these phenotypes to quorum sensing related signalling, since they 730 

could not be restored by addition of chemically pure autoinducer. 731 

A small subset of the genes disturbed in the luxS mutant of S. mutans responded clearly and 732 

repeatedly to externally added autoinducer, which simulates a high density of actively grow-733 

ing cells in the immediate environment. Protein synthesis and stress related genes were among 734 

these genes. In addition, potential transcriptional regulators of AI-2 signalling distinct from 735 

any of the known quorum sensing regulators were identified, as well as AI-2 regulated mem-736 

brane transport proteins. The delta subunit of the RNA polymerase was the most strongly 737 

upregulated gene in our analysis and might represent a mechanism for high level regulatory 738 

effects of AI-2. Detailed studies of the properties of these genes as well as analyses of the 739 

regulatory networks will be required to clarify these questions. 740 
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Figures and Tables 1003 

 1004 

Table 1  AI-2 regulated genes (density dependent analysis). 38 genes were found to be 1005 

significantly up- or downregulated (Fig. 2, cluster 4 and 6) in the luxS mutant during growth 1006 

and reverted to the wild type pattern of expression upon addition of AI-2. A gene appears in 1007 

this list, if its expression was changed more than twofold for at least one time point during 1008 

growth in any of the three experimental treatments.  1009 

 1010 

Table 2 AI-2 regulated genes (TCPSAM analysis). 35 genes were found to be signifi-1011 

cantly changed in the luxS mutant complemented with AI-1 compared to the luxS mutant 1012 

without AI-2 (cut-off for the fold change of expression of 2.0, ∆ = 0.25, rate of false positives 1013 

0.8 per 100 genes).  1014 

 1015 

Figure 1 Expression of luxS and pfs in Streptococcus mutans UA159 during anaerobic 1016 

growth on BMS medium. 1017 

 1018 

Figure 2 Density dependent cluster analysis of significantly changed genes in S. mutans 1019 

UA159.  Left column: A wildtype; B luxS null mutant; C luxS null mutant complemented with 1020 

AI-2; each square represents one time point; the change of gene expression compared to 1021 

OD600 = 0.05 is indicated by color: green, downregulated; red, upregulated; black; below cut-1022 

off; grey, expression at background level (not detectable, ND). Middle column: Gene expres-1023 

sion for clusters 1 – 7 throughout growth for cultures A, B and C. Right column: Pathway 1024 

assignment of the genes in each cluster, and of all clusters taken together. 1025 

 1026 
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Figure 3 Breakdown of genes affected by the luxS mutation according to functional 1027 

categories. LuxS influenced genes refers to genes whose expression was not restored by 1028 

added AI-2; AI-2 influenced genes refers to genes whose expression was restored upon addi-1029 

tion of AI-2. For each group, both TCPSAM analysis and density dependent analysis are 1030 

shown.  1031 

 1032 

Figure 4 Expression of gene SMU.135 in S. mutans UA159 during a complete growth 1033 

curve. SMU.135 is a LysR type transcriptional regulator which is induced by AI-2. Mean and 1034 

standard deviation of normalized spot intensities for up to 6 technical replicas are given. A 1035 

wildtype; B luxS mutant; C luxS mutant complemented with AI-2. Arrows indicate addition of 1036 

AI-2. Inlay shows real-time PCR quantification of gene expression for treatment C. 1037 

 1038 

Figure 5 Localization of luxS regulated genes in the genome of  S. mutans UA159. The 1039 

graph depicts 453 genes differentially expressed in the luxS mutant of S. mutans UA159 1040 

which did not respond to AI-2 (TCPSAM analysis). The two circles represent the two coding 1041 

strands. Downregulated genes are shown green, upregulated genes red. The size of the ge-1042 

nome is indicated in kbp. See Suppl. Table 4 for a complete list of the genes shown here. 1043 

 1044 

Suppl. Table 1 Primers used for construction of the luxS mutant and for real-time PCR. 1045 

 1046 

Suppl. Table 2 Comparison between microarray results and real-time RT-PCR. Data 1047 

are given as relative fold change values and normalized to an gene which is expressed at a 1048 

constant rate. See Methods for further details. 1049 

 1050 
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Supplementary Table 3  LuxS affected genes (density dependent cluster analysis). 204 1051 

genes were found to be significantly up- or downregulated during growth which did not revert 1052 

to the wildtype pattern of expression upon addition of AI-2 (cluster1, 2, 3, 5 and 7 in Fig. 2). 1053 

Average, minimum and maximum fold change value (relative to OD600 = 0.05) are given for 1054 

the complete growth curve of each of the three treatments analysed (wildtype, luxS mutant, 1055 

luxS mutant complemented with AI-2). A gene appears in this list, if its expression was 1056 

changed more than twofold for at least one time point during growth. Each values is the aver-1057 

age of up to 6 technical replicates. ND, not detectable (expression of gene at background 1058 

level). Genes which were also detected in the TCPSAM analysis (Supplementary Table 2) and 1059 

fold change values above the cut-off are shown in bold.  1060 

 1061 

Supplementary Table 4 LuxS affected genes (TCPSAM analysis). 453 genes were found 1062 

to be significantly changed in the luxS mutant compared to the wildtype and could not be re-1063 

stored by addition of AI-2 (cut-off for the fold change of expression 2.0, ∆= 0.25, < 1 false 1064 

positives). Genes displayed in bold were also detected in the density dependent analysis (Sup-1065 

plementary Table 1). Each values is the average of up to 6 technical replicates.  1066 

 1067 

Supplementary Figure 1 Stability of DPD in sterile BMS medium under anaerobic condi-1068 

tions determined by the V. harveyi bioassay. 1069 

 1070 

Supplementary Figure 2 Biofilm of S. mutans UA159 and its isogenic luxS mutant grown 1071 

on glass slides in BMS medium for 24 h as described in Materials and Methods. Cells were 1072 

stained by DAPI and observed under an Olympus fluorescence microscope equipped with a 1073 

DAPI filterset. Images were recorded using a digital camera.. 1074 

 1075 
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Supplementary Figure 3 Inhibition of V. harveyei BB170 luminescence by culture super-1076 

natants of S.  mutans UA159. AI-2 (2.5 µM) was added to cell free culture supernatants of S. 1077 

mutans obtained at the indicated OD600 values before measurement in the V. harveyi bioassay. 1078 

Positive control: Cell-free culture supernatant of V. harveyi BB152 in AB medium. 1079 
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